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THE SECOND : Nove mber 18 -22 , 1963

FEE-team Seminar was held at a
YMCA Camp, near the Quad Cities, eleven
years ago. Since that time invitations from both
aspiring and accomplished students of liberty
have been received and accepted with increasing frequency from many parts of the nation.
The demand now exceeds supply: we can no
longer do all the back-and-forth travel and
render justice to our work here at FEE.
What is the market for Seminars held right
here in our own establishment? This we now
propose to test.
By reason of the physical improvements for
the newly established FEE School of Political
Economy (the 1963 summer courses now concluded), we have a first-rate lecture room as
well as dining facilities that will accommodate
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up to 40 individuals. The third floor has been
converted into a dormitory that will comfortably room 22 persons. A nearby Motel has rooms
for any overflow.
While both men and women are invited to
these first two Seminars, manied couples and/
or women will have to room at the Motel or
elsewhere. They will take their meals at FEE.
If you are interested in either one of these
two Seminars or in others to be held later,
please fill out and return the enclosed form.
Only those who specifically make the request
will be sent future Seminar announcements.
Room accommodations at FEE will be on
the basis of first come, first served. Applications
beyond 22, as well as all women and all married couples, will be assigned to the Motel.

The First Seminar
OCTOBER 25-27, 1963

2:45-4:15 p.m.

FRIDAY October 25
6:00-7:15 p.m.
7:30-8:15 p.m.

Group A - PomoT
Group B - CuRTISS
Group C - RussELL

D inner
LEONARD E. READ
The Essence of Americanism, or, the
spiritual, political, and economic antecedents of the American miracle. Loss
of direction and off the track, resulting,
among other things, in inflation. Its consequences. The need for the restoration
of a faith in free men.

8: 15·1 0:00 p.m.

4:15-7:00 p.m.
7:15·8:00 p.m.

Discussion Seminars
G roup A -READ
Group B - O PITZ
Group C - RussELL

SATURDAY October 26
Breakfast
THE REV. EDMUND A.

Discussion Seminars
Group A - RussELL
Group B - READ
Group C - OPITZ

10:15-10:30 a.m.
10:30·11:15 a.m.

Coffee Break
D R. PAuL L . PomoT

OPITZ

Social Security: A realistic appraisal of
the possibilities for personal security
after 25 years of government trial and
error in this area.

11:15·12:30 p.m.

D iscussion Seminars
Group A - OPITZ
Group B - RussELL
Group C - PomoT

12:30·2:00 p.m.
2:00·2:45 p.m.

Discussion Seminars
Group A - RussELL
Group B - PomoT
Group C - CURTISS

The Free Society and Maiority Rule:
The Constitution prescribes a fed eral
republic in the interests of liberty and
justice. What has happened to it, and
why? The two basic p olitical q uestions.
The role of majorities.

9:15·10:15 a.m.

Relaxation. Dinner
DR. p. DEAN RUSSELL
Economic Calculation: The managers of
a "command economy" have no rational
way to allocate resources to their most
desired and most efficient uses. This is
completely the case in a totally socialized economy. It is still true in a "mixed
economy" such as our own, although to
a lesser extent.

8:00·9:30 p.m.

7:00-8:00 a.m.
8:30-9:15 a.m.

D iscussion Seminars

SUNDAY October 27
7:00·8:00 a.m.
8:30-9:15 a.m

On What To Do: Effective methods for
advancing an understanding of free
market, private property, limited government concepts and principles. The
n eed for creative thinker s, write r s,
talkers of the freedom philosophy. Some
observations on self-improvement in this
resp ect.

9:15-10:15 a.m

Discussion Seminars
Group A - CURTISS
G roup B - RussELL
Group C - READ

10:15·10:30 a.m. Coffee Break
10:30-1 2:00 noon General Seminar
The Seminar Team will serve as a
panel, all participants taking part. The
time and place for unanswered questions
and relevant subjects not previously
touched upon.

Luncheon
DR. W. M. CuRTiss
The Rationale for Free Exchange: The
idea that one function of the political
agency is to confer an economic advantage on some men at the expense of
their neighbors, underlies every socialistic practice. Sever a l go vernmental
schemes which impede the free exchange. of goods, services, and money
are discussed.

Breakfast
LEONARD E. READ

12:00·1:00 p.m.

Luncheon and Adjournment

The fee:

$55.00 for board, room, tuition,
and ad vance study material.

The Second Seminar
NOVEMBER 18-22, 1963
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Seminar will include the same lectures as the First Seminar, will follow the same general
pattern, but will be two days longer, and will cover considerably more subject material.
Additional lecturers will include:
DR. LuDWIG voN MisEs

Author of Human Action
DR. SYLVESTER PETRO

Author of
The Labor Policy of the Free Society
DR. BENJAMIN

A. RoGGE

Dean, Wabash College
Plan to arrive in time for 6:00 p.m. dinner,
Monday, November 18.
Wednesday afternoon and evening, November 20, will be free for personal discussion with
the FEE staff or for informal "bull" sessions or
for visiting friends or for a matinee in New
York City or a needed respite or whatever. If

HENRY HAZLITT

Author of Economics in One Lesson
JAMEs M. RoGERs

Vice President
Ingersoll Milling Machine Company
LAWRENCE FERTIG

Economic Columnist
a matinee is preferred, send us three choices
and we will do our best to procure tickets.
This Seminar will conclude with luncheon
on Friday, November 22.

The fee:

$110.00 for board, room, tuition,
and advance study material.

AT- RANDOM THOUGHTS ON FEE SEMINARS

when accepting invitations to conduct Seminars around the country, we always suggest a retreat
sort of place, away from social and business interruptions. This allows hours
of concentration on the free market, private property, limited government
philosophy, rarely experienced previously by most participants. The whole atmosphere here at FEE is ideal for this purpose.

If you cannot come to a Seminar yourself, and are financially able to do so,
you may want to send a friend, be he or she a student, teacher, clergyman, or
business associate. Merely keep this in mind: Send only an individual anxious
to learn the libertarian philosophy and how to explain it, never anyone to be
"converted"; FEE is not a reform school.
FEE's Seminars have as their purpose an advancement of the understanding
of freedom. Any individual who does not believe in the free market for the
conduct of creative activities as superior to controlled exchange, be it in farming,
education, or whatever, does not understand freedom.

If you are interested in developing a hard core of libertarian thinkers in your
community or in your business, arrange for a Seminar date here after the tum
of the year. Any group numbering 20 to 40 is acceptable for such an engagement.

A Lesson in Learning
his putt on the Thirteenth; mine
was missed. So, I was one down as we
approached the Fourteenth tee.
Being an intense competitor, I was inwardly
jubilant as my opponent topped his drive, his
ball coming to lie in a deep ditch. My drive
was good - assuring me, I thought, of a par
four or, with bad luck, a bogey five. He had his
trouble all right, a seven for the hole. And I?
As if an army of imps were in control of my
every action, I, also, scored a seven! This almost unbelievable happenstance left me smarting to the core!
I awakened at 2:00 a.m. the next morning,
still smarting. Then a thought came to mind
that I had written into a recent book, "Bearing
in mind that everything that happens to you
has an instruction peculiarly its own, try to
deduce what that instruction is." What instruction did that awful seven have for me? After
some reflection the lesson came clear and clean.
However, in the same book I had written
about the evanescent character of ideas, how
like a dream they will flash into consciousness
only momentarily and, if not immediately
memorized or committed to writing, will depart from consciousness- gone forever. Not
wanting to awaken my wife, I went over the
idea several times, assuring myself that I would
have it in my memory on arising. I returned to
a contented sleep.
Came the dawn. I could remember nothing
more than the awful seven having had an instruction for me. The idea refused to return. I
tried to get it back through my breakfast, while
driving to Idlewild, and on the jet to Chicago.
No success. It was while walking around the
passenger facility at O'Hare, waiting for my
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jet's departure, that the idea returned, again
clear and clean. If I ever needed a confirn1ation about the flighty quality of newborn ideas,
I experienced it again on this occasion: the
idea took flight before my jet did! Gone again,
totally gone! The jet was nearing the SeattleTacoma International Airport before the idea
came to me a third time. Instantly, it was written into my journal.
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is of great value, a lesson of fundamental importance: Never, never let yourself
feel jubilant over the failures of adversaries.
Their misfortunes or blunders or goofs signify
no achievement for you. Exuberance is warranted, if at all, only by reason of your own
meritorious actions. If you ascribe superiority
to yourself by reason of the inferiority of those
with whom you contest, you put the label of
inferiority on yourself. You write your own nogood ticket!
This lesson, in terms of the golf experience,
dictates that I should have tried for a birdie
three, not any sloppy score that would have
bettered my unfortunate opponent.
This lesson, in terms of the free market, private property, limited government philosophy,
dictates that we should never get any satisfaction over the blunders or even the temporary
defeats of the socialists. Satisfaction, if ever
warranted, must be limited to our own achievement in understanding and explaining the
freedom philosophy. In no other manner can a
significant leadership come into existence.
Everything that happens to one has an instruction peculiarly its own if one can but deduce what that instruction is.
IDEA
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